Going Further with Gephi and Tableau
In this worksheet we examine betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and eccentricity
using Gephi to analyse Twitter data about #climatechange.
If you are familiar with Gephi and how it can be used to examine and visualise social media
events and conversations, you may want to conduct a more in-depth analysis of your data. If
you have an existing directed graph saved in Gephi, you can use this to conduct a much
deeper analysis using the steps below.

Exercise 1
1. Open your existing Gephi file:

You will see the nodes and edges in the context box:

You may have the halo of outliers around your graph. While a legitimate part of your
data, they are not very relevant to this particular analysis, so it would be useful to
remove them now.
2. Go to the Statistics tab in the right-hand sidebar, and click the Run button
next to Connected Components.

3. Make sure Directed is selected in the window that appears, and click OK.

4. Now, go to the Statistics tab in the right-hand sidebar, and click the Run
button next to Network Diameter.

5. After a few moments, the Connected Components Report will appear. Print,
copy, or save it if you like, and then click Close.

6. Zoom out to see your full network in one glance.

7. Check the results of the Connected Components analysis. In the
Appearance box in the left-hand sidebar, click Nodes, Attribute, and then
the palette icon.

Connected Components has assigned each node to a different component (or subnetwork) of the overall network, depending on how it is connected. Each sub-network
has a numerical ID. The majority of nodes will belong to one or a few major networks.
You will now colour each node according to the network it belongs to.
8. From the Choose an attribute drop-down menu, select Component ID.

You now have a list of sub-networks with component ID numbers, assigned colours
and the percentage of the total network that they account for.
9. If this list doesn’t appear, click the palette icon in the bottom left-hand corner
of the Appearance box in the left sidebar. In the example, Component ID 0
contains 88.51% of all nodes in the visible network.

10. To visualise this, click on Palette... in the bottom right, and select All grey.

11. This removes all assigned colour. Now click and hold the grey box next to
the top ID, and pick a strong colour such as red.

12. Next, click Apply in the bottom right corner.

You should now see your central sub-network coloured red, with the nodes in the
halo largely remaining grey. If parts of your main network are also grey, you may not
have one dominant sub-network but a few of similar size. This should be obvious
from the percentages listed in the Appearance box.
13. If this is the case, colour those sub-networks as well, and click Apply again.
You have now distinguished the core network from the outliers.

14. Filter out the disconnected sub-networks in the halo. In the right sidebar, go to
the Filters tab, expand Attributes > Partition, and drag Component ID
(Node) onto Drag filter here in the Queries section.

15. At the bottom of the Queries section you’ll now see a list of available
Component ID values. Check those components that account for a
substantial part of the overall network (our example has just one), and click
Filter.

The halo around the network is now gone. The values in the Context box in the top
right-hand corner have also been updated again.

Now you’re ready to calculate the various centrality and eccentricity measures.

Weighted degree
1. In the Statistics tab on the right sidebar, click the Run button next to
Network Diameter.

2. This brings up the dialogue for calculating the various centrality and
eccentricity scores, with a brief explanation of each. Make sure Directed is
checked, and click OK.

3. After a few moments, you’ll see Gephi’s Graph Distance Report appear. Feel
free to print, copy, or save this for later use, and click Close when you’re
done.

4. These and your existing node metrics are now available to use in your
network analysis and visualisation. Switch to the Data Laboratory tab and
select the Nodes sheet to explore the added metrics there.

5. To apply the metrics zoom and position the graph (using the mouse
scrollwheel and by right-clicking and dragging the canvas) so that the core
graph is well visible in your Graph box.

6. In the Appearance box on the left sidebar, choose Nodes and Attribute and
then click on the pallete icon.

7. Select Weighted Degree from the drop-down menu.

8. If you see a ranked list of values and colours and not a colour slider, click the
red, green, and blue colour swatches icon in the bottom left-hand corner of
the Appearance box.

9. You’ll now have access to a colour slider to define the colour range to apply
across your nodes, based on their weighted degree value. When you hover
over this slider, you’ll see triangular anchors or arrows pointing to the
colours in the beginning, middle, and end.

10. Double-click on any of the arrows to bring up a colour wheel.

11. Choose three distinctive colours for beginning, middle and end - for
instance blue, yellow and red - and click Apply.

It’s possible that the vast majority of your nodes are now blue, with only a handful of
yellow and red nodes like the example below.

This is because of the long-tail distribution common in social contexts, where only a
handful of participants receive the vast majority of the attention. This is a valid finding
in itself, but for the purposes of effective visualisation you will often want to
counteract this pattern and introduce a better colour diversity for the lower-ranked
nodes.
12. To do so, click on Spline… at the bottom of the Appearance box.

A new window contains a number of curves to adjust the distribution of colour values.
The default is a linear distribution, represented by the top option in the Templates
bar. The next two Templates keep the start and end points of the curve intact, but
compared to the linear distribution artificially boost the values in the middle of the
curve, by a greater or lesser extent:

Other options further down the Templates list introduce S-shaped curves that either
flatten out the middle order, or create a stronger distinction between the top and
bottom halves of the curve. Beyond these various options, you can adjust the
distribution manually by dragging the two anchor points in the main graph.

13. Experiment with different curves, and see how they change the colour
distribution in your graph. Choose a template, click Close, and click Apply
in the Appearance box. Using the second template, the previous example
changes like this:

While no longer a direct translation of weighted degrees, the new approach make
smaller differences between the lower-ranked nodes much more clear. You can also
combine this approach with further changes to the colour scale, for instance by
shifting the mid-point of the scale or introducing additional intermediate colours.
14. To do this, go back a couple of steps and drag the arrows and/or click on
the scale to create a new colour anchor.

15. Once satisfied, you can adjust the node sizes. In the Appearance box on the
left sidebar, choose Nodes and Attribute and click on the size icon (the
second from the left).

16. Choose Weighted Degree here as well.

17. Select values for the minimum and maximum node size. You’ll need to
experiment to see what works for your network; in the example we chose
values of 5 and 15.

18. Once again, we also applied the second spline template (click on Spline… at
the bottom of the Appearance box). Apply the template of your choice.

You should now clearly see the nodes with the greatest weighted degree, by both
their colour and size.

Betweenness centrality
However, the real value of having both colour and size options is to apply different
metrics for each case. Continue from the previous steps for weighted degree to find
betweenness centrality.

1. Go back to the colour option, and use Betweenness Centrality as the basis
of the colour scale instead. You’ll need to set your colour scale again, and
may also need to re-apply a spline (see from number 8 in the previous list).
To reuse a previous colour scale, click the small colour swatches icon in the
top right corner.

In our example there are now some large blue nodes. These have a high weighted
degree (they are receiving and/or sending many @mentions and retweets), but a
comparatively poor betweenness centrality. Other smaller red or yellow nodes have
a high betweenness but comparatively lower weighted degree values.

Twitter accounts that are mentioned or retweeted widely by others but never
themselves engage with other participants cannot be central to the network, from a
betweenness point of view - they’re end points, not hubs of connection. Others may
be more valuable as connectors in all directions, even if they are not getting as many
@mentions and retweets for their efforts.
2. To see which nodes rank highly on which metrics, switch the node labels
back on. In the configuration options at the bottom of the window, tick Node
and Hide non-selected in the Labels tab and press the Configure… button.

Exploring centrality in your network
Try various combinations of metrics as the basis for node colour and size, and don’t
forget to click Apply in the Appearance box when you make these changes.
In the example based on data from the hashtag #climatechange, @greenpeace has
a higher closeness centrality than @unfccc, while @unfccc has the higher
betweenness centrality. This means that @greenpeace is central to the
#climatechange discussion, but does not serve as a traffic hub to the same extent
that @unfccc does. This may be related to the different nature of each organisation:
a partisan advocacy body on the one hand, an impartial UN committee on the other.
Depending on the themes in your data, your findings will of course differ.

To finish, use File > Export > Graph file… to export your network data in .gexf
format, selecting Visible only.

